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Abstract 
 

In this paper, we give several characterizations of those )(SPn
 which are generalized Stone 

nearlattices in terms of n-ideals. We show that when n  is a central element of a nearlattice S 

and )(SPn
 is a sectionally pseudocomplemented distributive nearlattice, then )(SPn

 is 

generalized Stone if and only if for any Sx , Sxx nn =><>< . Moreover, when 

)(SPn
 is sectionally pseudocomplemented distributive nearlattice, then we prove that )(SPn

 

is generalized Stone if and only if each prime n-ideal contains a unique minimal prime n-

ideal.  
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1. Introduction  
 

Generalized Stone lattices have been studied by many authors including [1], [2], [3], [4] 

and [5]. On the other hand, minimal prime ideals and generalized Stone nearlattices have 

been studied by [6]. In this paper, we generalize several important results on generalized 

Stone nearlattices in terms of n-ideals. 

     A nearlattice S is a meet semilattice with the property that any two elements possessing 

a common upper bound, have a supremum. Nearlattice S is distributive if for all 

Szyx ,, , )()(=)( zxyxzyx  provided zy  exists. An element n  of a 

nearlattice S  is called  medial if )()()(=),,( nynxyxynxm  exists in S  for all 

Syx, . A nearlattice S  is called a medial nearlattice if  exists for all 

Szyx ,, . An element s  of a nearlattice  S  is called  standard if for all Syxt ,, , 

     )()(=)]()[( sxtyxtsxyxt . 
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The element s  is called neutral if 

     (i)   s  is standard and 

     (ii)   for all Szyx ,, ,  )()(=])()[( zxsyxszxyxs . 

In a distributive nearlattice every element is neutral and hence standard.   An element n  in 

a nearlattice S  is called  sesquimedial if for all Szyx ,, , 

)()()]()[()]()[( zyyxnznynynx  exists in S . An element n  of 

a nearlattice   S is called an  upper element if nx  exists for all Sx . Every upper 

element is of course a sesquimedial element. An element n is called a  central element of S  

if it is neutral, upper and complemented in each interval containing it.  

     For a fixed element n  of a nearlattice S , a convex subnearlattice of S  containing n  is 

called an n -ideal of S. For a medial element n  of a nearlattice S, an n -ideal P  of S  is 

called  prime if SP =  and ),(),,( SyxPynxm  implies either Px  or . 

A prime n -ideal P  is said to be a  minimal prime n-ideal belonging to n -ideal I  if (i) 

PI  and (ii) There exists no prime n - ideal Q  such that PQ =  and PQI . A 

prime n -ideal P  of a nearlattice S  is called a  minimal prime n-ideal if there exists no 

prime n -ideal Q  such that PQ =  and PQ .  

     Let L  be a lattice with 0  and La . Then a  of L  is called a pseudocomplement of 

a  if 0=aa  and if 0=xa  for any Lx  then ax . A lattice L  is called 

pseudocomplemented if every element of L  has a pseudocomplement. 

     A nearlattice S  with 0  is called  sectionally pseudocomplemented if the interval 

][0, x  for each Sx , is pseudocomplemented. Of course, every finite distributive 

nearlattice is sectionally pseudocomplemented. A nearlattice  S  is called  relatively 

pseudocomplemented if the interval ],[ ba  for each Sba, ,  ba <  is 

pseudocomplemented. 

     A distributive  nearlattice  S with  0 is called  a   generalized  Stone nearlattice if  

Sxx =](](  for each Sx . A distributive   nearlattice  S with 0  is a  generalized  

Stone nearlattice if and only if each interval ][0, x ,  Sx<0  is a Stone lattice. 

     For any n-ideal J of a nearlattice S, 

       
}    =),,(:{= JjallfornjnxmSxJ . 

     An n -ideal generated by a single element a  is called  principal n-ideal, denoted by 

na >< . The set of principal n -ideal is denoted by )(SPn
. When S  is a distributive 

nearlattice then for any Sa  we define   

             
)}()(=:{=>< nyayynaSya n

 

        )}()()(=:{= nanyayySy  

 When n  is an upper element, then 
na ><  is the closed interval [ nana , ]. 

     We know that for a distributive nearlattice S with an upper  element  n,  )(SPn
 is a  

distributive nearlattice with the smallest element }{n . Let )(>< SPa nn
. By the interval 

]><},[{ nan  in )(SPn
, we mean the set of all principal n-ideals contained in 

na >< . )(SPn
 

is called sectionally pseudocomplemented if for each )(>< SPa nn
, the interval 

]><},[{ nan  in )(SPn
 is pseudocomplemented . That is , each  principal  n-ideal contained  
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in 
na ><   has  a  relative   pseudocomplement   in ]><},[{ nan  which is also a member of 

)(SPn
 . We shall denote the relative pseudocomplement of 

nb ><  in any interval by 

0>< nb , while 
nb ><  denotes the pseudocomplement of 

nb ><  in )(SIn
. 

     If )(SPn
 is a distributive sectionally pseudocomplemented nearlattice, then )(SPn

 is a 

generalized   Stone   nearlattice if for each )(>< SPa nn
, the interval ]><},[{ nan  in 

)(SPn
 is a Stone lattice. 

     For nab , if ],[ nb  is dual pseudocomplemented then da0  denotes the relative dual 

pseudocomplement of a in ],[ nb . If ],[ dn  is pseudocomplemented then for ],[ dnc , 
0c  

denotes the relative pseudocomplement of c in ],[ dn . Two prime n-ideals P and Q of a 

nearlattice S are called comaximal if SQP = . 

     In this paper, we have given several characterizations of those )(SPn
 which are 

generalized Stone nearlattices in terms of n-ideals. we have also discussed on O(P) and 

n(P) and given some properties of n(P). Moreover, when )(SPn
 is sectionally 

pseudocomplemented distributive nearlattice, then we have proved that )(SPn
 is 

generalized Stone if and only if each prime n-ideal contains a unique minimal prime n-

ideal. 

 

Following result is due to [7] which will be needed for the development of this paper. 

 

Theorem 1.1.   For an element  n  of a nearlattice  S,  the following conditions are 

equivalent : 

     (i)    n  is central in  S 

     (ii)   n  is upper and the map )[]()(: nnSP d

n
  defined by 

            ),(=>< nanaa n
  is an isomorphism,  where dn](   represents  the dual of    

             the lattice  (n].  

     When n  is a central element of S  ( then of course, n  is upper, and so sesquimedial ), 

then by  Theorem 1.1, )[]()( nnSP d

n
. Thus we have the following result. 

 

Theorem 1.2.   Let  S    be  a  nearlattice and  Sn     be  a  central element. Then   

)(SPn
 is  sectionally pseudocomplemented if  and only if ](n   is sectionally dual 

pseudocomplemented and )[n   is sectionally pseudocomplemented.   

 

Corollary 1.3.   Let  n    be  a  central  element and )(SPn
  be  a 

sectionally  pseudocomplemented  distributive   nearlattice. Then for
 nn ban ><><}{ , 

])(,)[(=],[=>< 0000 nanananaa d

n
. 

 

Proof.   Since )(SPn
 is sectionally pseudocomplemented, so by 

Theorem 1.2,
 ](n  is sectionally dual pseudocomplemented and )[n  is sectionally 

pseudocomplemented.  Here nbnannanb . 
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Since dna 0)(  is the relative dual pseudocomplement of na  in ],[ nnb  and 

0)( na  is the relative pseudocomplement of na  in ],[ nbn , so,   

)(,)()[(=])(,)[(],[ 000 nanananananana dd
])( 0na  

 }.{=],[= nnn  

 Now let 0>< nat . Then 0><],[ nantnt .   

     
],[],[=}{  , nanantntnThus  

        )]()(),()[(= nantnant  

    ).()(==)()(  nantnnantsoand  

     This implies dnant 0)()(  and 0)()( nant . 

     Hence, ])(,)[(],[ 00 nanantnt d  and so ])(,)[(>< 000 nanaa d

n
. 

     Therefore    ].)(,)[(=>< 000 nanaa d

n
 

      If S is a distributive lattice with 0 and 1, then for a central element Sn , 

)(=)( SFSP nn
. Then )(SPn

 is pseudocomplemented if and only if (n] is dual 

pseudocomplemented and )[n  is pseudocomplemented, as )[]()( nnSF d

n
. For any 

1bn , b  denotes the pseudocomplement of b  in ,1][n , while for na0 , 
da  

denotes the dual pseudocomplement of a  in [0,n]. 

 

Corollary 1.4.   Let n  be a central element of a lattice S  with 0, 1  and )(SPn
  is a 

pseudocomplemented distributive lattice. Then for any Sa , 

    ].)(,)[(=>< nanaa d

n
  

A  distributive  nearlattice  S  with 0 is   generalized  Stone nearlattice if for each Sx ,   

Sxx =](]( . By [6], a distributive   nearlattice  S with 0  is a  generalized  Stone 

nearlattice if and only if each interval ][0, x ,  Sx<0  is a Stone lattice. 

To prove Theorem 1.7 we need the following lemmas. Lemma 1.5 is trivial by Theorem 

1.2 

 

Lemma 1.5.   Suppose  n  is  a central  element  of a distributive nearlattice S,  and )(SPn
  

is sectionally pseudocomplemented. Then )(SPn
  is generalized Stone if and only if (n]  is 

dual generalized Stone and [n)  is generalized Stone.           

 

Lemma 1.6.   Suppose )(SPn
  is a sectionally pseudocomplemented distributive 

nearlattice.  Let Syx,   with }{=><>< nyx nn
.  Then the following conditions are 

equivalent : 

     (i)    Syx nn =><><  ; 

    (ii)    For any St ,   
nnn ttnymtnxm >=<>),,(<>),,(< 00  

             where 0>),,(< ntnxm   denotes the relative pseudocomplement of 

     
ntnxm >),,(<  in ].><},[{ ntn  
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Proof.  (i) (ii).  Suppose (i) holds. Then for any St ,  

    
                                        >),,(<>),,(< 00

nn tnymtnxm  

         
                            )><>(<)><>(<= 00

nnnn tytx  

         )><)><>((<)><)><>((<= nnnnnn ttyttx  by  [ 8, Lemma 1.4 ] 

         ]1.38,[      )><>(<)><>(<= Lemmabytytx nnnn
 

                                                       ><)><>(<= nnn tyx       

         
   ><= ntS                                                              

         
.>=< nt  

      Hence (ii) holds. 

     (ii) (i). Suppose (ii) holds and St . 

By (ii), 
nnn ttnymtnxm >=<>),,(<>),,(< 00  . 

     Then using [8, Lemmas 1.3 and 1.4] and the calculation of (i) (ii) above we get      

     
nnnn ttyx >=<><)><>(< . 

     This implies 
nnn yxt ><><><  and so 

nn yxt ><>< . 

     Therefore, .=><>< Syx nn
  

 

Theorem 1.7.   Let n  be a central element of S,  and )(SPn
  be a sectionally 

pseudocomplemented distributive nearlattice. Then the following conditions are 

equivalent : 

     (i)    )(SPn
  is generalized Stone ; 

    (ii)    For any Sx ,   Sxx nn =><><  ; 

    (iii)   For all Syx, ,   
nnnn yxyx ><>=<)><>(<  ; 

    (iv)    For all Syx, ,   }{=><>< nyx nn
 

              implies that  Syx nn =><>< . 

 

Proof. (i)  (ii). Suppose (i) holds and, the St n for any Sx , 

     nttnxm ><),,(  and so ]><},[{>),,(< nn tnxntm . 

     Since )(SPn
 is generalized Stone , so 

nnn txntmxntm >=<>),,(<>),,(< 000 . 

     Then by [8, Lemma 1.4],   

         
)><>),,((<=>< nnn txntmt )><>),,((< nn txntm  

                 )><)><>((<= nnn ttx )><)><>((< nnn ttx  

      Thus by [8, Lemma 1.3], 

           
)><>(<)><>(<=>< nnnnn txtxt .  

     Thus 
nnnn txxt ><)><>(<=>< . 

     This implies 
nnn xxt ><><><  and so 

nn xxt ><>< . 

     Therefore Sxx nn =><>< . 

     (ii) (iii).  Suppose (ii) holds. 
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For any Syx,  

     
)><>(<)><>(< nnnn yxyx  

 )><><>(<)><><>(<= nnnnnn yyxxyx  

 }{=}{}{= nnn  

     Now let }{=><>< nIyx nn
 for some n-ideal I. 

     Then 
nn xIy ><>< . Meeting 

nx ><  with both sides, 

     we have }{=><>< nxIy nn
. 

     This implies 
nn yxI ><>< .   

      Hence  

     )><>(<= nn xxI  

     )><()><(= nn xIxI  

     
nn yx ><><  

     Therefore, )><>(<=><>< nnnn yxyx . 

     (iii) (iv).  Let }{=><>< nyx nn
 for some Syx, . 

     Then by (iii),   

          )><>(<=}{= nn yxnS  

     
.><>=< nn yx  

     Thus (iv) holds. 

To complete the proof we shall show that (iv) (i). 

Suppose (iv) holds. Since )(SPn
 is sectionally pseudocomplemented, so by Theorem 1.2, 

(n] is sectionally dual pseudocomplemented and [n) is sectionally pseudocomplemented. 

Suppose dbn . Let   be the relative pseudocomplement of b  in ],[ dn . 

     Now nbb =000 . 

     Thus }{=],[=],[=><>< 000000 nnnbbnbb nn
. 

Also 
nnn dbb ><><,>< 000 . Then by equivalent conditions of (iv) given in Lemma 1.6, 

we have   
nnn ddnbmdnbm >=<>),,(<>),,(< 00000 . 

But 00 =),,( bdnbm  and 0000 =),,( bdnbm  as 0bn , db00 . 

Since by Corollary 1.4, 
nn bb >=<>< 0000  and 

nnn bbb >=<>=<>< 0000000 .   

Therefore,
 nnn bbd ><>=<>< 000  

      
nbb >=< 000  

     which gives dbb =000 . This implies ],[ dn  is a Stone lattice. 

     That is, [n) is generalized Stone. 

 

A  dual  proof of  above shows  that (iv)  also implies that (n] is a dual generalized   Stone   

lattice.   Therefore,   by Lemma   1.5,  )(SPn
 is generalized  Stone.  

Following corollary is an immediate consequence of above result. 

 

 Corollary 1.8.   Let  n  be a central element of a distributive lattice L  with  0  and  1  and 
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let )(LPn
  be a pseudocomplemented distributive lattice.  Then the following conditions 

are equivalent : 

 

     (i)    )(LPn
  is Stone ; 

    (ii)    For all Lx ,   Lxx nn =><><  ; 

    (iii)   For all Lyx, ,   
nnnn yxyx ><>=<)><>(<  ; 

    (iv)    For all Lyx, ,   }{=><>< nyx nn
  implies that  Lyx nn =><>< .  

 

For a prime ideal P of a distributive nearlattice S with 0, we define 

     }    0=:{=)0( PSysomeforyxSxP  

Clearly )0(P  is an ideal and PP)0( . Note that )0(P  is the intersection of all the 

minimal prime ideals of S which are contained in P. 

For a prime n-ideal P of a distributive nearlattice S, we write 

     }    =),,(:{=)( PSxsomefornxnymSyPn . 

Clearly, n(P) is an n-ideal and PPn )( . 

 

Lemma 1.9.   Let S  be a  distributive  nearlattice  with  a  medial element n  and  P  be  a 

prime  n- ideal in S. Then  each  minimal  prime  n- ideal  belonging to n(P) is contained 

in  P.  

 

Proof.   Let Q be a minimal prime n-ideal belonging to n(P). If PQ , then choose               

PQy . Since Q is a prime n-ideal, so by [9,Theorem 1.5], we know that Q is either       

 an  ideal or a filter. Without loss of generality suppose Q is an ideal. Now let      

     )}(),,(:{= PntnymStT . 

 

We shall show that QT . If not, let )[)(= yQSD . 

      Then =)( DPn . 

For otherwise, )(Pnry  for some QSr . Then by convexity, 

     nryrnymry )(),,(  implies )(),,( Pnrnym . Hence QTr , which is a     

      contradiction. 

     Thus by [9,Theorem 1.9], there exists a prime n-ideal  R  containing n(P) disjoint to D.    

     Then QR . 

Moreover, QR  as Ry , this shows that Q is not a minimal prime n-ideal 

belonging to n(P), which is a contradiction. 

     Therefore QT . Hence there exists Qz  such that )(),,( Pnznym . Thus     

     nxnznymm =),),,,((  for some PSx . It is easy to see that     

     ),),,,((=),),,,(( znxnymmxnznymm . 

     Hence nznxnymm =),),,,(( . Since P is prime and Pxy,  so Pxnym ),,( . 

     Therefore, QPnz )( , which is a contradiction. 

     Hence PQ .     
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Proposition 1.10.   For a medial element n  if P is a prime n- ideal in a distributive 

nearlattice  S,  then  n(P)  is the intersection of all minimal prime n- ideals contained in P. 

 

Proof.   Clearly  n(P)  is  contained  in  any  prime  n-ideal  which is contained in P.    

Hence n(P) is contained in the intersection of all minimal prime n-ideals contained in P. 

 

Since S is distributive, so by [7, Corollary 2.1.10], n(P) is the intersection of all   

minimal prime n-ideals belonging to it. 

 

By [8, Lemma 1.2], as each prime n-ideal contains a minimal prime n-ideal, above 

remarks and Lemma 1.9 establish the proposition.     

 

Following result has been proved by [5] for lattices. We generalize that result for 

nearlattices with the help of [10,Theorem 1.7]. 

 

Theorem 1.11.   Let  )(SPn
  be  a  sectionally  pseudocomplemented distributive 

nearlattice and  n  be central element in S.  Then the following conditions are equivalent : 

     (i)     For any Sx ,   Sxx nn =><>< , 

            equivalently, )(SPn
  is generalized  Stone ; 

    (ii)    For any two minimal prime n- ideals P  and Q,  SQP =  ; 

    (iii)   Every prime n- ideal contains a unique minimal prime n- ideal ; 

    (iv)   For each prime n- ideal P, n(P) is a prime n- ideal. 

 

Proof.  (i) (ii).  Suppose (i) holds. 

 

Let QPx . Then QPx n>< . Now, Qnxx nn }{=><>< . 

     So Qx n><  as Q is prime. 

     Again, Px  implies Px n><  by [8, Theorem 1.6]. 

     Hence by (i), PQxxS nn ><>=< .Therefore, SQP = . 

     (ii) (iii) is trivial. 

     (iii) (iv) is direct consequence of Proposition 1.10. 

     (iv) (i).  Suppose (iv) holds. 

First we shall show that for all Syx,  with }{=><>< nyx nn
  implies 

Syx nn =><>< . If it does not hold, then there exist  

     Syx,  with }{=><>< nyx nn
 such that Syx nn ><>< . 

As S is distributive, so by [9, Theorem 1.9], there is a prime n-ideal P such that     

   Pyx nn ><>< . Then Px n><  and Py n><  imply )(Pnx  and )(Pny . 

By  (iv),  n(P)  is  prime  n-ideal  and  so   )(=),,( Pnnynxm  is contradictory. 

     Thus for all Syx,  with }{=><>< nyx nn
  

     implies that Syx nn =><>< . 

     Hence by equivalent conditions of  Theorem 1.7, (i) holds.  
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